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Abstract

A few studies have reported aberrant functional connectivity in alcoholic patients, but

the specific neural circuits involved remain unknown. Moreover, it is unclear whether

these alterations can be reversed upon treatment. Here,we used functionalMRI to study

resting state connectivity in rats following chronic intermittent exposure to ethanol. Fur-

ther, we evaluated the effects of SB‐277011‐a, a selective dopamineD3 receptor antag-

onist, known to decrease ethanol consumption. Alcohol‐dependent and control rats

(N = 13/14 per group), 3 weeks into abstinence, were administered SB‐277011‐a or

vehicle before fMRI sessions. Resting state connectivity networks were extracted by

independent component analysis. A dual‐regression analysis was performed using inde-

pendent component maps as spatial regressors, and the effects of alcohol history and

treatment on connectivity were assessed. A history of alcohol dependence caused wide-

spread reduction of the internal coherence of components. Weaker correlation was also

found between the insula cortex (IC) and cingulate cortices, key constituents of the

salience network. Similarly, reduced connectivity was observed between a component

comprising the anterior insular cortex, together with the caudate putamen (CPu‐AntIns),

and the posterior part of the IC. On the other hand, postdependent rats showed

strengthened connectivity between salience and reward networks. In particular, higher

connectivity was observed between insula and nucleus accumbens, between the ventral

tegmental area and the cingulate cortex and between the VTA and CPu‐AntIns. Interest-

ingly, aberrant connectivity in postdependent rats was partially restored by acute admin-

istration of SB‐277011‐a, which, conversely, had no significant effects in naïve rats.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is an important public health issue with

largely unmet medical needs. Several therapeutic strategies have been
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investigated to control alcohol drinking, craving, and relapse in

abusers. However, only a minority of the patients benefits from phar-

macological treatments, and the relapse rate is still high. For this rea-

son, understanding the neural mechanisms underlying alcohol
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addiction is of critical importance to identify molecular targets for the

development of novel therapeutic approaches.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) enables the explo-

ration of large‐scale brain networks in vivo, non‐invasively, and with

high spatial resolution. Particularly, resting‐state functional connectiv-

ity (rsFC) refers to fMRI data acquired in the absence of an explicit

task and is assessed by measuring correlations of spontaneous fluctu-

ations of blood oxygen level‐dependent (BOLD) signals in different

regions of the brain at rest.1,2 This technique has been widely applied

to investigate the effects of various drugs and neuropsychiatric disor-

ders on resting‐state functional networks in both humans and labora-

tory animals, thus bridging clinical and preclinical research.3,4

A few studies suggest that during abstinence AUD patients show

aberrant patterns of resting state connectivity, with some inconsistent

results. Indeed, several studies reported increased connectivity within

prefrontal and frontobasal networks including default, salience, and

executive networks in patients compared with controls.5,6 Others

found weaker intrinsic connectivity in these networks.7 These discrep-

ancies may result from the heterogeneity in patient populations such

as duration and severity of AUD, duration of abstinence, comorbidity

with other psychiatric disorders, concurrent consumption of other

drugs of abuse, and effects of pharmacological treatments. All these

factors could greatly impact brain functional connectivity and may bias

inference regarding the effects of alcohol exposure.

Animal models of AUD can overcome some of these limitations as

they allow in vivo manipulation of experimental factors within a well‐

controlled environment in a longitudinal perspective. Two essential

conditions are required to develop AUD in humans—sufficiently high

alcohol levels and exposure over long periods of time. To capture such

conditions in rodents that do not voluntarily intoxicate themselves over

prolonged periods of time, controlled forced administration paradigms

are used. Chronic intermittent exposure (CIE) to daily cycles of alcohol

intoxication and withdrawal over weeks or months mimics a pattern of

alcohol use typically seen in clinical populations. Similar to AUD patients,

animals show behavioral and neuroadaptive consequences that are

induced as a subject becomes dependent on alcohol and remain for

extended periods of time even in the absence of alcohol exposure—a

condition referred to as a “postdependent state” (PD) and conceptualized

as a model for the increased propensity to relapse in abstinent alcoholic

patients.8,9 While this condition may not be considered as an addiction

per se, PD rats show “addiction‐prone” behavioral responses related to

themotivational,10 emotional,11 and inhibitory control circuits12 compris-

ing the tripartite addiction circuitry. Hence, the CIE procedure has

become the dominant paradigm in preclinical AUD research and

medication development of the last 15 years.9,13

Here, we took advantage of the PD rat model to investigate whether

a history of alcohol dependence has long‐term effects on functional con-

nectivity networks in the rat brain. To our knowledge, only one study

investigated the effects of alcohol on brain connectivity in rodents via

resting‐state fMRI, focusing on the effects of binge‐like adolescent alco-

hol exposure.14 In that study, several regions of interest were defined

anatomically with the aim of elucidating frontostriatal alterations due to

alcohol exposure. However the analysis did not take into account areas
2

such as the insular cortex (IC), which has been shown to be involved in

alcoholism.15,16 The insula is central to the salience network, a key circuit

involved in detection and processing of externally and internally

generated salient stimuli.17,18 To overcome the need of a priori defined

regions of interest, in the current work, we used a data‐driven approach

(decomposition by independent component analysis) to parcellate the

brain into functional components. In addition, we aimed to test whether

alcohol‐induced alterations in functional connectivitymay be reversed by

pharmacological treatment. A powerful tool to specifically interfere with

distinct network nodes within the reward system is provided by the D3

antagonist SB‐277011‐a, because its target dopamine D3 receptors are

highly selectively expressed in the ventral striatum.19,20 Importantly,

SB‐277011‐a has been previously shown to reduce seeking and taking

of alcohol and other drugs of abuse in the rat.21-24 Hence, we here

studied the ability of SB‐277011‐a to modulate the reward system and

subsequent effects on overall network function in PD and nondependent

(ND) rats.
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animals

Male Wistar rats, initial weight 220 to 250 g, were used (Charles

River), housed two to four per cage (Type‐IV; Ehret) under a 12 hours

light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water. All experi-

ments were conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines for

the care and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the local

animal care committee (Regierungspräsidium Karlsruhe, Germany,

license numbers: 35‐9185.81/G‐10/16 and Italian Ministry of Health,

approval number: 796/2016‐PR).
2.2 | Ethanol exposure

To induce dependence, rats were exposed to daily intermittent expo-

sure cycles to alcohol vapour intoxication and withdrawal, a paradigm

that allows a high degree of control over brain alcohol levels and

induces behavioral and molecular changes relevant for the pathophys-

iology of alcoholism.9,25 Rats were weight‐matched, assigned into the

two experimental groups, and exposed to either ethanol vapour

(N = 13, becoming PD) or normal air (N = 14, ND) using a rodent alco-

hol inhalation system as described previously.26 Briefly, dosing pumps

(Knauer) deliver alcohol into electrically heated stainless‐steel coils

(60°C) connected to an airflow of 18 L/min into glass and steel cham-

bers (1 × 1 × 1 m). For the next 8 weeks, rats were exposed to five

cycles of 14 hours of ethanol vapour per week (0:00 AM to 2:00

PM) separated by daily 10‐hour periods of withdrawal. Twice per

week, blood (∼20 μL) was sampled from the lateral tail vein, and blood

alcohol concentrations were determined using an AM1 Analox system

(Analox Instruments). Blood alcohol level was monitored throughout

the ethanol vapour exposure and the concentration maintained

around 250 mg/dL (see SI, Figure S1). After the last exposure cycle,

rats remained abstinent for 3 weeks before initiating the MRI scan.
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2.3 | Drugs

SB‐277011‐a dihydrochloride (Tocris Bioscience) was dissolved in

20% w/v 2‐hydroxypropyl‐beta‐cyclodextrin in water and adminis-

tered according to a within‐subject design, in a counterbalanced order,

intraperitoneally, at a dose of 20 mg/kg/mL,27,28 30 minutes before

the beginning of the scan session.29 Seven days of recovery were

allowed between the two imaging sessions (see SI, Figure S2).
2.4 | Animal preparation for fMRI

For the rs‐fMRI experiment, animals were initially anesthetized with

3% isoflurane in O2:N2O (3:7), which was then reduced to 1.5%

for maintenance during preparation.30 Subsequently, a bolus of

0.05 mg/kg/mL of medetomidine (Domitor, 1 mg/mL, Orion Pharma)

was injected intraperitoneally, followed, 15 minutes later, by a contin-

uous infusion of medetomidine diluted 1:5 in saline at a rate of

1 mL/kg/h through a catheter inserted subcutaneously.31,32

After that, rats were injected with vehicle or SB‐277011‐a and

then placed in the scanner. At this point, isoflurane was discontinued.

Scout images, shimming procedures, and structural scan were con-

ducted in this time frame, while the functional imaging session started

30 minutes after the administration of the drug and at least 15 minutes

after removal of isoflurane.

During the scan, respiration rate, heart rate, and blood oxygen

saturation were monitored with a pulsoximeter (STARR Life Science,

USA). CO2 concentration in the blood was also assessed using a

TCM4 Transcutaneous Blood Gas Analyzer (Radiometer Copenhagen).

Rectal temperature was maintained at 37°C during the experiments

by a feedback‐controlled, water‐circulating heating pad. At the end

of the fMRI experiment, medetomidine was antagonized by an intra-

peritoneal injection of atipamezole (0.1 mg/kg; Antisedan, 5 mg/mL,

Orion Pharma).
2.5 | Imaging protocol

Images were acquired at 7 T on a Bruker Pharmascan (Bruker

BioSpin, DE) in a double coil configuration. A 72‐mm i.d. single

channel transmission‐only resonator was actively decoupled with a

four‐channel phased‐array receive‐only surface coil optimized for

the rat brain.

After a scout image, T2w RARE images (TR = 5500 ms, TE = 76 ms,

NEX = 8, MTX = 128 × 128 × 25, FOV = 35 × 35 × 25 mm,

ACQtime = 5 min 20 s) were acquired for anatomical reference and

to drive the coregistration step of the preprocessing. Multishot GRE‐

EPI pulse sequence was used for functional time series acquisition,

with main parameters set as follows: TR = 500 ms, TE = 17 ms,

NSHOTS = 4, NEX = 1, MTX = 96 × 96 × 10, FOV = 35 × 35 × 10 mm,

NREP = 900, ACQtime = 30 min. Global shimming was refined by

localized shimming with FASTMAP protocol.

Instead of the canonical single‐shot EPI, here, we used a segmented

EPI sequence as the latter provided a more robust and accurate
delineation of connectivity patterns along with a reduction in suscepti-

bility artifacts.33 These improvements were more prominent especially

in deep brain nuclei and areas of the mesolimbic system, which are of

interest for the current study. An additional set of high‐resolution

T2w RARE images (MTX = 256 × 256 × 25) was acquired for

voxel‐based morphometry (VBM) analysis after the resting state imag-

ing session.
2.6 | Image analysis

Images were processed with MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.) and FSL

(fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Raw data were converted to nifti format, and voxel

size was scaled by a factor of 10 to be compliant with FSL algorithms.

Preprocessing consisted of estimation and regression of motion con-

founds, slice timing correction, nonlinear high‐pass, and gaussian

low‐pass filtering (0.01‐0.1 Hz). Functional images were coregistered

by 12 DOF affine transformations to structural T2w anatomical refer-

ences and then resampled to a rat brain template in standard space.34

After rigid body transformation, nonlinear warping to standard space

was applied to further refine the normalization and minimize geomet-

ric distortions.
2.7 | Resting state networks identification

Independent component analysis with a high number of components

(n = 70) was run at the subject level. ICA components were then

hand‐classified in a randomly sampled subset of subjects and labelled

as noise or signal on the basis of spatial maps, frequency content,

and features of time‐course. This approach was effective in separating

components related to subtle whole‐head motion, CSF flow, ghosting,

and between‐shots motion artifacts. Spatial maps not related to ana-

tomical structures, characterized by shifts towards high frequencies

in the power spectrum or corrupted by clearly visible spikes, were

classified as noise. Labels were used to train an automated classifier,

and nonaggressive regression of noisy components was applied to

the whole set of functional images. The performance of the classifier

was assessed running a leave‐one‐out accuracy test using the previ-

ously defined set of hand‐classified components. Denoised data were

finally used to compute group level ICA with a reduced number of

components (d = 20) in order to obtain a functional parcellation of

the rat brain (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/MELODIC).
2.8 | Dual regression and connectivity of resting
state components

Components obtained at the group level in the previous step were

then used to feed a dual regression analysis.35 In the first step, inde-

pendent component maps were used as spatial regressors to obtain

subject specific time series for each component. These time courses

were then regressed against functional data to obtain subject specific

version of the considered component. For each of these ICA‐derived

network, we considered the average value of the z‐statistic image as

http://fmrib.ox.ac.uk
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/MELODIC
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a metric to quantify within‐component coherence at the subject

level.36 Time courses returned by the first step of dual regression

were further used as input for network modelling (FSLNets), to assess

the correlation between components and investigate how specific pat-

terns of correlation could be altered either by ethanol exposure or

pharmacological treatment. Artifactual components were excluded

from the analysis by regressing out the corresponding time series.

After this process, a total of seven functionally relevant components,

involved in salience and reward processing, were considered for

subsequent statistical analysis. Partial correlation between each pair

of components was calculated for every subject and converted to

z‐statistic via standard Fisher's transform. These matrices were ulti-

mately grouped to model between and within factors of a conven-

tional two‐way ANOVA analysis. An unpaired (between subjects)

nonparametric test was run on correlation matrices with 5000 permu-

tations to test for condition‐specific differences in PD and alcohol‐

naive rats. Two paired nonparametric tests were conducted within

subjects for each group to assess differences in resting‐state connec-

tivity introduced by acute administration of the D3 antagonist

SB‐277011A. The interaction Ethanol history condition × Treatment

was evaluated with a two‐stage approach: first, paired (vehicle vs

drug) differences of correlation matrices were computed for each

group; the results were finally compared with an unpaired (PD vs

ND) nonparametric test between conditions. The same statistical

approach was used to test within‐component functional connectivity

changes induced by phenotype or treatment.
2.9 | Voxel‐based morphometry

T2w RARE images, acquired at high resolution, were analysed to

investigate voxelwise differences in local grey matter (GM) volume

using a modified version of the FSL‐VBM tool of FSL37 to account

for rat brain specific issues.38 Briefly: an unbiased GM template was

created by averaging group‐balanced GM images (n = 12 ND and

n = 12 PD rats). Individual GM volumes were registered to the
unbiased template using the FSL FNIRT algorithm39 and then modu-

lated (to correct for local deformations) by the Jacobian of the warp

field, as reported in Ashburner and Friston.40 The modulated GM

images were then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a

σ of 2.0 mm, and a nonparametric permutation test was applied.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | ICA‐based functional parcellation

Figure 1 shows the seven functionally relevant components identified

by group ICA and known to be involved in AUD. Their spatial maps

were used to extract the time‐series and compute network functional

correlation.

The components were named according to the underlying anatomy

as follow: orbitofrontal‐prelimbic cortex (OFC‐PrL); accumbens (Acb);

caudate putamen‐anterior insula (CPu‐AntIns); cingulate cortex

(CgC); insula (Ins); retrosplenial Cortex (RsC); and ventral tegmental

area (VTA). Because the ICA‐based parcellation is a data‐driven

method that relies on statistical features of the voxel‐wise signal,

functional regions of interest may comprise multiple anatomically

defined brain regions, as in the case of the OFC‐PrL and CPu‐AntIns

components.
3.2 | Reduced functional connectivity within
resting‐state components

We considered the average value of the z‐statistic image as a metric to

quantify within‐component coherence at the subject level. The

between group statistical analysis revealed a widespread reduction

of large‐scale functional connectivity after CIE, particularly within

the OFC‐PrL (*pFDR < 0.05), Acb (*pFDR < 0.01), and CPu‐AntIns

(*pFDR < 0.05) components (Figure 2A,B,C respectively). Noteworthy,

a significant Ethanol history condition × treatment interaction

($pFDR < 0.05), but not treatment, was observed for the Acb
FIGURE 1 Functional parcellation of the rat
brain. Spatial distribution (left side) and color‐
coded volume rendering (right side) of the
seven meaningful components identified with
ICA



IGURE 2 Within component connectivity. Significant alteration of within component connectivity is detected in A, OFC‐PrL, B, Acb, and C,
Pu‐AntIns. Significant difference between ND and PD vehicle‐treated groups: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. Significant Ethanol history
ondition × treatment interaction $P < 0.05
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component, suggesting that SB‐277011‐a modulated the connectivity

of the Acb network differentially in the two groups of rats (PD vs ND).

This effect may be the result of a dysregulation of dopamine receptor

expression previously observed in PD rats.10
3.3 | A history of ethanol exposure altered the
insular cortex connectivity

Unpaired nonparametric test run on vehicle‐treated rats (ND vs PD)

showed CIE‐induced alteration of functional synchrony between

different pairs of regions, reported in Figure 3A. Specifically, alcohol

exposure decreased connectivity between the components CPu‐

AntIns and Ins (Figure 4A, *pFDR < 0.05). Reduced correlation was also

observed between the CgC and Ins (Figure 4B, *pFDR < 0.05), which

are commonly identified as constituents of the salience network.18

Additionally, decreased coupling was found between the retrosplenial

cortex (RsC) and the nucleus accumbens (Acb) (*pFDR < 0.05) (see

Figure 3A). On the other hand, CIE strengthened functional coupling

between areas of the mesolimbic system and regions of the salience

network, specifically between VTA and CgC, VTA and CPu‐AntIns,

and between Acb and Ins (Figure 5A,B,C, respectively, *pFDR < 0.05).

Analysis of the effect of SB‐277011‐a revealed that the D3 antagonist

does not significantly alter functional connectivity in ND rats (Figure 3B),

whereas it shows a normalizing effect in the PD group (Figure 3C). In

particular, acute administration of SB‐277011‐a in PD rats appears to

restore the normal functional connectivity of the salience network:

indeed, a significant increase in the strength of connectivity between

the insular and cingulate cortex is observed in PD rats treated with

the D3 antagonist compared with the vehicle group (CgC and Ins,

Figure 4B, #pFDR < 0.05).

Considering the contrasting results showing a decrease7 or an

increase in functional coherence of the salience network in alco-

holics,6 we performed additional, hypothesis‐driven seed‐based analy-

sis with the agranular insula as anatomical seed to further corroborate

our finding of a weaker correlation between the cingulate and the IC

in PD rats, as well as of a restorative effect of SB‐277011‐a. This

seed‐based approach confirmed the results of our network correlation

analysis, showing attenuation of CgC‐Ins connectivity and normaliza-

tion of the correlation strength after treatment with SB‐277011‐a in

the PD group (see SI, Figure S3).
With regards to the increased connectivity observed after CIE

between regions of the mesolimbic system and constituents of the

salience network, again results showed an effect of SB‐277011‐a in

attenuating the correlation between the VTA and cingulate cortex

heightened by CIE in the PD group with a significant Ethanol

history condition × Treatment interaction (Figure 5A, #pFDR < 0.05

and $pFDR < 0.05).

Lastly, in PD rats, SB‐277011‐a also increased the correlation coef-

ficient between the OFC and the Acb, an effect not observed in the

ND group (Figure 3C).
3.4 | Voxel‐based morphometry

Statistical analysis of structural imaging revealed no significant effect

of CIE on GM volume between PD and ND vehicle‐treated rats (TFCE

corrected P = 0.3).
4 | DISCUSSION

Our results support the notion of widespread alterations in brain func-

tional connectivity during early abstinence from alcohol dependence.

The use of a well‐established rodent model of AUD allows us to

causally link alcohol to the observed change in functional connectivity

during abstinence. Thereby, we can exclude potentially confounding

factors such as nicotine use, other psychiatric comorbidities, or

variable times of abstinence that typically hamper studies in clinical

populations. Further, we demonstrate that such aberrant “abstinence

network” states can be modified and at least partially reversed

by pharmacotherapy, which suggests that fMRI‐derived brain

connectivity networks could be a potential biomarker for medication

development.

Using a data‐driven approach including unbiased independent

component analysis, we found weaker internal coherence in addiction

relevant components, specifically within the Acb‐, OFC‐PrL‐, and

CPu‐AntIns components, of PD rats compared with alcohol‐naive ani-

mals. This finding concurs with a study by Diaz‐Parra and colleagues

who showed by network‐based statistic the disconnection of a sub-

network comprising the hippocampus and other subcortical structures

in PD rats compared with controls.41 Together with alteration of

within‐component connectivity, CIE induced changes in between‐



FIGURE 3 Modulation of between
component connectivity after exposure to

ethanol A, and acute administration of SB‐
277011‐a in the nondependent B, and the
postdependent group C. Warm colors
indicate an increase in functional connectivity
whereas reduction of connectivity strength is
shown in cool colors

FIGURE 4 Altered functional connectivity of
the insular cortex. A, 3D representation of
the two components containing the insular
cortex (CPu‐AntIns and ins) and their
correlation coefficient (expressed as
mean ± SEM). B, 3D spatial map of the
salience network and mean ± SEM of the
correlation coefficients between its
constituents (CgC and ins). Significant
difference between ND and PD vehicle‐
treated groups: *P < 0.05. Significant
difference between vehicle and SB‐277011‐a
treated groups: #P < 0.05
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components connectivity, especially involving the IC. Indeed, PD rats

showed a decrease in functional coupling between subregions of the

IC, namely the Ins and CPu‐Ins components, and between the CgC

and the Ins, elements of the salience network. On the other hand, a

history of ethanol dependence strengthened the correlation between

components of the salience network and mesolimbic areas.

Interestingly and in line with the restricted expression pattern of

D3 receptors,19,20 SB‐277011‐a modulated Acb connectivity differen-

tially in PD and ND rats. This effect could be due to the dysregulation

of dopaminergic striatal systems observed in alcohol exposed rats dur-

ing protracted withdrawal as well as in AUD patients.10,42 Further-

more, SB‐277011‐a partially restored aberrant connectivity in PD

rats but had no significant effects in alcohol‐naive rats. Given that
,

we did not find structural differences between PD and ND rats

according to VBM, the differential effect of SB‐277011‐a is likely

due to differences in neural responsivity to the drug. Such an

augmented response of neurochemical systems that are involved in

the processing of alcohol's pharmacological effects has been found

for a number of compounds, reviewed in Meinhardt and Sommer,9

and is an important feature of the PD model for medication develop-

ment in AUD.

Our results in rodents showing aberrant functional connectivity of

the IC are consistent with the implication of this area in drug addiction

including alcoholism.15,16,43-45 The general notion emerging from

these studies is that drug craving and cue‐induced urges can be con-

sidered as complex interoceptive emotions that are processed in and



IGURE 5 Altered functional correlation
etween the mesolimbic system and the
alience network.Volumetric view and
ean ± SEM of the correlation coefficients
etween A, VTA and CgC; B, VTA and CPu‐
ntIns and C, the Acb and ins. Significant
ifference between ND and PD vehicle‐
reated groups: *P < 0.05. Significant
ifference between vehicle and SB‐277011‐a
roups: #P < 0.05. Significant Ethanol history
ondition × treatment interaction $P < 0.05
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mapped to the IC, particularly in its anterior part, whereby the precise

mechanisms of its involvement remain unclear. On one hand, several

studies in humans and animals indicated diminished drug‐seeking

behaviors by insula lesions,43,45 an effect that was even more pro-

nounced by combined damage of insula and putamen,46 thus suggest-

ing an abnormal connectivity of these two regions in addiction.

Contrary to a general facilitatory role of the insula for drug seeking,

reduced insula function was found in AUD subjects measured as a per-

fusion deficit in arterial spin‐labelling MRI,16 and alcoholism is also

associated with a loss of insula GM.15 Together, these findings indi-

cate a highly complex involvement of insula in the control of addictive

behaviors. Here, we found decreased resting state synchrony between

the CPu‐AntIns and Ins components as sequalae to chronic alcohol

exposure in the absence of any morphometric changes to this brain

region. The lack of overt structural damage to the insula in our prepa-

ration may not be surprising. In contrast to humans, where severe

AUD takes decades to develop, the CIE procedure lasts only for about

2 months, which is apparently not sufficient to generate an advanced

or end stage AUD condition. Nevertheless, our findings suggest insula

involvement already early in the disease trajectory and that functional

deficits may precede structural damage to this region.
The insula as a crucial node of the salience network is thought to

be involved in directing attentional resources, accessing executive

control processes, and driving behaviour.47,48 With regards to the

AUD, decreased within‐network connectivity of the salience network

was found by resting‐state fMRI,7 although another study reported

the opposite effect.6 This inconsistency may be caused by differences

in study populations. Importantly, a recent meta‐analysis reported

significantly decreased recruitment of the salience network during

inhibitory control tasks in 30 reviewed studies investigating response

inhibition in addicted individuals.49 This finding parallels reports of

increased measures of impulsivity in rodents with a history of chronic

alcohol exposure.9,50,51 Besides decreased connectivity within the

salience network, we also observed increased coupling between

constituents of the salience and the reward system in PD rats.

Similarly, human drug users showed tightened coupling between the

salience and the reward networks.49 This finding was interpreted as

a neural substrate of the increased salience given to the drug or

drug‐associated cues after chronic consumption as predicted by

common theories of addiction.52-54 The aberrant connectivity we

observed between the Acb‐Ins in PD rats is consistent with this inter-

pretation. Altered connectivity between these two regions is also
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suggested by Seif and colleagues, who demonstrated a critical role for

the insula‐to‐accumbens inputs in mediating aversion‐resistant alcohol

intake in rodents.55 Furthermore, we found increased connectivity

between VTA and CgC in alcohol exposed rats. CgC provides top‐

down control to the VTA thereby modulating the motivation to pursue

a reward.56 This pathway is also implicated in the inhibition of cocaine

seeking in rats.57

Notably, treatment with SB‐277011‐a restored the aberrant con-

nectivity within the salience network components and between

salience and reward networks in PD rats. It seems plausible to hypoth-

esize that these fMRI signatures could be related to the compound's

efficacy in cue‐induced, stress‐induced, and drug‐induced reinstate-

ment of drug seeking including in rodent models of AUD.21,24,58-60

With regard to PD rats, at the time of the fMRI investigation, ie, 3

to 4 weeks of abstinence, they are in a hyperdopaminergic state.10

This dysregulation of the mesolimbic dopamine system may drive

the increased functional connectivity between VTA and CgC compo-

nents observed here and reversed by SB‐277011‐a.

The present study was performed under anaesthesia using the

alpha‐2‐adrenergic agonist medetomidine. This method was recently

introduced for fMRI studies in rodents32,38 particularly because it does

not require catheterization and assisted breathing, thus allowing

for longitudinal experimental designs. Importantly, low doses of

medetomidine, as we used here, produce sedation, rather than full

anaesthesia, and thus may preserve, at least to some extent, the

integrity of functional connectivity networks, as reported in previous

studies.3,61 Furthermore, measurement of functional connectivity in

awake animals may be affected by motion and stress.

In conclusion, by means of a hypothesis free analysis, our study

showed that a history of alcohol dependence alters brain connectivity

at rest with a prominent involvement of networks comprising the IC.

Specifically, we observed weaker connectivity between insular and

cingulate cortex in the salience network, and stronger connectivity

between the insula and constituents of the mesolimbic reward system.

Importantly, acute administration of the D3 selective antagonist,

SB‐277011‐a, a compound shown to decrease drug consumption

and relapse in animals models of abuse, including alcohol, normalized

the aberrant connectivity induced by CIE to ethanol. This study sug-

gests that modulation of specific nodes in the networks involved in

addiction may normalize the overall brain connectivity, thus shedding

new light on the putative underlying mechanism of action.
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